
RISING TO THE OCCASION: COOLING
TOWER ROOFTOP BAR NOW OPEN

Presenting heightened lounging and dining enjoyment for all occasions.
Expect chilled-out good vibes and madly inventive cocktails in equal measure.

Bangkok, Thailand – 21st August 2020: Hot news flash – Cooling Tower Rooftop Bar at Carlton Hotel
Bangkok Sukhumvit is now open.

Soaring high above the city, Cooling Tower combines fantastic sky-high dining, imaginative
mixology, and mesmerising views all in a single sky-high venue. Whether guests want to wind down
after work or stay long into the night, they’ll find the vibe to match their mood.
Bangkok’s tower of cocktail power

At Cooling Tower, city-style ambiance merges with a laid-back urban feel. The open-air setting of
bold contemporary décor likewise features diverse seating options, from cosy spaces for couples, to
large tables for groups as well as great spots at the bar for simply leaning back and taking in the
atmosphere.

34 storeys above downtown, Cooling Tower Rooftop Bar is where the high life goes full-on with
unrivalled skyline views enhanced by sophisticated cocktail creations and superior craft beers.

A Cooling tower, by definition, is where air meets water and hot is converted to cold. Cooling Tower
Rooftop Bar is likewise where Bangkok’s nightlife hotshots meet up to savour the city’s coolest
cocktail creations. Inspired by the venue’s theme, the mixologist at Cooling Tower Rooftop Bar has
designed a menu of carefully engineered and innovative cocktails that vary from refreshing to
adventurous, and from spirituous to comforting.

Further complementing the scene is a food menu with focus on sharing plates such as tasty tapas
and grilled favourites. Add equally tasty tunes by the bar’s resident DJs, and everything is in place
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for stratospheric pleasure.

Hotfoot it and cool out

Maybe it’s late afternoon it’s time to exchange the heat and stress of the day for some serious
chilling out and sunset action. Or maybe it’s later in the evening to enjoy the best of Bangkok under
the stars. Either way, Cooling Tower Rooftop Bar rises to the occasion. Get ready to be transformed
and do it with a view.

How to get to Cooling Tower? Do what pro motor racers do: accelerate into the curve. Hotfoot it to
the distinctive curved façade of Carlton Hotel Bangkok Sukhumvit and turn up. Go up that is, to the
rooftop and Bangkok’s top spot for staying ahead of the curve when it comes to sophisticated, sky-
high lounging and dining.

Open on Wednesday to Sunday from 5.00 p.m. to midnight. Main food menu available from 6.00 p.m.
to 10.00 p.m.; snacks menu from 5.00 p.m. to 11.00 p.m.

Happy Hour from 5:30 p.m. – 7:30 pm: Buy 1 Get 1 Free on Selection of Cocktails, Wine by the Glass
and Local Bottled & Draught Beer

Opening Promotion: Receive 20% Discount on food and beverage **Terms & Conditions apply.

For inquiries and reservations: +66 2 090-7888 or FBreservations@carltonhotel.co.th.


